Personal Wealth
Is Your Behavior Hindering Your Investment Success?
The chart below shows the difference between the
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S&P 500 index return and actual equity investor returns.
As of the end of 2015, investor behavior (moving in and
out of the market and making poorly timed manager
changes) resulted in 3.5% less return annualized over
20 years. Assuming the investor started with a $1 million

ouldn’t most of us like to lose a few extra pounds

investment portfolio that would equate to a $2.4 million

or commit to a daily fitness routine? The

difference! (Source: Dalbar)

challenge comes in actually doing what is required to

And thus far this year, the trend of investors as a

achieve those goals. We start eating healthy, but can’t

whole doing the wrong thing at the wrong time is con-

resist a late night bowl of ice cream or slice of pie. Or we

tinuing. According to the Investment Company Institute,

start walking each day, but let rainy days interrupt our

investors have collectively withdrawn about $70 billion

routine. Most folks are well intentioned, but have difficulty

from equity mutual funds through July 30. During the

maintaining discipline. Sadly, the same is often true with

same period, the S&P 500 is up about 5%.

managing one’s personal finances.

So how can investors improve their discipline?

As Warren Buffett says, successful investing is

Resist the urge to chase the latest investment fad. Have

simple but never easy. Investors too often allow emo-

a well-devised plan and stick with it. Or consider hiring

tion (greed, fear, overconfidence) to drive behavior, and

a capable, experienced financial advisor that can help

the result is typically inferior performance. The annual

bring discipline to your investment strategy. The result

DALBAR investor survey is a great example of how well-

is you’ll be more likely to enjoy a successful investment

intentioned misbehavior hampers investment results.

experience and a secure, independent retirement.

Investor Returns1
Equity
Funds

Asset
Allocation
Funds

Fixed
Income
Funds

Inflation

S&P 500

Barclays
Aggregate
Bond Index

30 Year

3.66

1.65

0.59

2.60

10.35

6.73

20 Year

4.67

2.11

0.51

2.20

8.19

5.34

10 Year

4.23

1.89

0.39

1.88

7.31

4.51

5 Year

6.92

3.28

0.10

1.58

12.57

3.25

3 Year

8.85

3.81

-1.76

1.07

15.13

1.44

12 Months

-2.28

-3.48

-3.11

0.95

1.38

0.55

Returns are for the period ending December 31, 2015. Average equity investor, average bond investor and average asset allocation investor performance
results are calculated using data supplied by the Investment Company Institute. Investor returns are represented by the change in total mutual fund assets after
excluding sales, redemptions and exchanges. This method of calculation captures realized and unrealized capital gains, dividends, interest, trading costs, sales
charges, fees, expenses and any other costs. After calculating investor returns in dollar terms, two percentages are calculated for the period examined: Total
investor return rate and annualized investor return rate. Total return rate is determined by calculating the investor return dollars as a percentage of the net of the
sales, redemptions and exchanges for each period.
Source: Dalbar
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